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For Publication 

DECISION RECORD 

MARCH 2024 
 

 

THE OFFICE OF POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER 
FOR DERBYSHIRE 

DECISION RECORD 

Request for PCC Decision 
Received in OPCC 
Date: MARCH 2024 

OPCC Ref: DN51-24 

 

Sporting Communities ASB Prevention projects 

 

The Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire, Angelique Foster, has agreed 

to fund 

four ASB Prevention projects to be delivered by Sporting Communities. The total 

cost of the four diversionary projects is: £19,832. 

1. Early Intervention Prevention Sinfin - £4963 

2. Early Intervention Prevention Oakwood - £4,956 

3. Early Intervention Prevention Alvaston - £4,963 

4. Mobile Youth Provision – Supporting Communities - £4950.00 

Sporting Communities has been offering youth engagement and intervention 

projects in Derby for more than ten years These have had a demonstrable impact 

on the development of young people in the areas where their services have been 

delivered. Through their community reassurance program, they have been able to 

demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of their services. Their community assurance 

engagement model involves working closely with local SNTs. This has been very 

well received and has delivered some very successful outcomes, increasing 

community trust and confidence in the police and reducing levels of anti-social 

behaviour. Sport and the creative arts are used as a tool to engage with individuals 

and communities on a deeper level. Wraparound services are then designed to 

initiate social, individual and community development. 

Sporting Communities (SC) has a Mobile Youth Vehicle that has been specially 

designed to target youth anti-social behaviour in Derbyshire. It is a collaborative 

effort between 
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agencies such as the local council, police, and housing. The vehicle has various 

resources, including video and audio equipment, gaming consoles, and internet 

access. Its goal is to provide a safe and engaging space for young people to 

socialise and interact with peers, reducing the likelihood of participating in anti-

social behaviour. The young people and families in all of the areas identified in this 

paper will be the main beneficiaries of the provision, however the wider community 

will also benefit as a result of the reduction in ASB incidents in the area through 

positive engagement.  
 

Decision 
Approved  

 

Declaration 
I confirm that I have considered whether or not I have any personal or prejudicial 

interest in this matter and take the proposed decision in compliance with the Code 

of Conduct for the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire.  Any such 

interests are recorded below. 

None  

 

The above request has my approval. 

 

Signature     

 

Date  28 March  2024  

 

PUBLICATION SCHEME CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Is the related Section B report to be published   Yes/No 
The report contains commercially sensitive information.  
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Is the publication of this approval to be deferred     No 
If Yes, provide reasons below 

Date to be deferred to – 
NB Statutory Instrument 2011/3050 (as amended by SI 2012/2479) states that: all decisions made 

by a PCC are in the types of information that must “be published as soon as practicable after it 

becomes available to the elected local policing body”. 

 

OFFICER APPROVAL 
Chief Executive or Nominee: 
I have been consulted about the proposal and confirm that financial, legal and 

equalities advice has been taken into account in the preparation of this report.  

I am satisfied that this is an appropriate request to be submitted to the Police and 

Crime Commissioner 

 

   

 

Name    Andrew Dale                                                           Date 28 March   2024 
 


